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ABSTRACT
The increasing interest in Arabic natural language processing and semantic Web research involves an emerging
need to the development of new Question Answering Systems (QAS). These systems allow users to ask a question
in Arabic natural language and get the relevant answer. However, most existing QA systems focused on English
and Latin-based languages. Less effort has been concentrated on the Arabic language, which belongs to
"Semitic Languages". This work is an early version of a new domain-independent Arabic question answering
system over linked data, which aims to particularly help Arab users to explore the Arabic Semantic Web based
on Arabic ontology. We describe with sufficient details the different modules of our proposed system, which uses
language parser, finite state automaton and semantic Web techniques to linguistically process and answer
Arabic natural language question. Experiments have been carried out to evaluate and show efficiency of the
proposed system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Arabic is the most spoken language in the Semitic group and the official or co-official language of 26
countries, spoken by more than 422 million people in the Middle East and North Africa. Arabic is the
fourth top language in the internet with 185 million users [1]. 54% of Google searches in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA) are now made in Arabic, 34% in English and 8% in French [2].
This accumulation of Arabic information on the Web, available in large quantities and in various
formats, includes structured and unstructured data. This large amount of data must be accessible and
controlled by users who want to access and manipulate this information. So, more sophisticated
systems are needed. For this need, the existing search tools, like search engines and query languages,
make finding information a complex and expensive task in terms of time. This difficulty has motivated
the development of new adapted search tools; namely, Question Answering Systems (QAS), which
allow users to ask a question in natural language and get the relevant answer.
Currently, mutation of these systems to the Web of data seems necessary to find the correct and
accurate answers to users’ questions. New question answering systems have to deal with Linked Data
instead of the Web of documents. The Linked Data initiative aims at publishing structured and
interlinked data on the Web by using Semantic Web technologies [3]. These technologies provide
different languages for expressing data as graphs (RDF) and querying it (SPARQL) [4].
Despite the considerable research in question answering systems over semantic Web for English
language, the development of Arabic QA systems over semantic Web is at its nascent stage. Due to the
limits of Arabic NLP technologies [5] in Arabic Semantic Web, there are few works in the field of
Arabic QAS over semantic Web and ontology [6]. Motivated by this challenge, we present in this
paper an Arabic question answering system over linked data. The main objective of our system is to
provide exact answers for Arabic natural language factoid questions, asked by native users, who don’t
know the complicated SPARQL query language. First, the proposed system receives as input an
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Arabic natural language question, from which it provides the resource and keywords to the first
module. Then, it uses a general SPARQL query to explore the ontology and gives the exact predicate
by matching terms between keywords and predicates. Finally, our system provides an answer to the
user question by running a final appropriate SPARQL query.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights the challenge of the development of
Arabic question answering systems over semantic Web. Section 3 reviews the existing related work.
Section 4 presents the architecture of our proposed system. An illustrative example is covered in
Section 5. Section 6 evaluates the resource extraction method, the stop-words’ removal algorithm and
the overall system accuracy. Finally, we summarize the paper and highlight the future work directions
in Section 7.

2. MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGE
In this study, we present an Arabic natural language question answering system over semantic Web.
The issue of developing such a system for poor resources in Arabic NLP [7] and Arabic Semantic
Web is very challenging. Let’s discuss in the following part of this section the difficulties in Arabic
NLP and Arabic Semantic Web to highlight the development of Arabic question answering systems
over semantic Web.
Arabic language is characterized by a relatively complex morphology. It has a rich system of
morphological inflection. Arabic has also a high degree of ambiguity resulting from its diacriticoptional writing system, common deviation from spelling standards and absence of capital letters [8].
The existing tools and resources deal mainly with the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), but the Arab
World uses different Arabic dialects such as: (Egyptian Arabic (EGY), Levantine (LEV), Gulf Arabic
(GLF), North African (Maghrebi) Arabic (Mag), Iraqi Arabic (IRQ), Yemenite Arabic (Yem)) [9].
There are limited resources and tools for Arabic language processing compared to English language.
The other difficulty is the lack of Arabic support for Arabic language in the semantic Web
technologies. The Arabic Semantic Web is very far from the best performance compared to English
semantic Web. The difficulties of Arabic natural language processing hinder the development of
Arabic Semantic Web, because the NLP is an important component of the semantic Web [10].
Another important component of the semantic Web is the Arabic ontology [11], which is said to be the
foundation of the creation of Arabic Semantic Web designs. Recently, several works have dealt with
the semantic Web for the Arabic language [11]-[12]. As can be seen from Table 1, there is weakness
in ontology management tools for the Arabic language. So, there is a need to develop controlled
vocabulary and ontology management tools for Arabic ontology for the foundation of Arabic Semantic
Web [13].
Table 1. Examples of semantic web tools and their support to the Arabic language [13].
Arabic OWL
ontology
Limited support

Arabic Query

Description

Protege

Arabic RDF
ontology
Support

Limited support

Ontology editor

Jena

Support

Support

Limited support

Reasoner and processors

Sesame

Limited support

Limited support

No support

RDF database

KAON2

No support

No support

No support

Reasoner and ontology management

Tool

Table 1 shows how much some semantic Web tools support the Arabic language. The first column of
Table 1 corresponds to the tool name. The columns "Arabic RDF ontology" and "Arabic OWL
Ontology" indicate whether the tool supports these two languages (RDF and OWL) to express an
Arabic ontology. The column "Arabic Query" indicates whether the tool allows interrogating the
Arabic ontology with Arabic question. The "Description" column indicates the tool function.

3. RELATED WORK
The first survey of question answering systems backs to 1965, in which several systems were reviewed
for the English language during the previous five years [14]. One of the first subtasks of question
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answering systems is the Natural Language Interfacing to Data Bases (NLIDB), such as BASEBALL
[15], PARRY [16], LUNAR [17] and NLWIDB [18]. Research in QA received a big surge in interest
when a shared task on factoid QA was included in the 8th Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) [19].
Most systems process textual information, such as Youzheng et al. [20], Mulder [21], PALANTIR
[22], QALC [23], Gómez et al. [24], Ryu et al. [25]. These question answering systems can be divided
into three main distinct subtasks [26]-[28], which are Question Analysis, Document Retrieval and
Answer Extraction. Most question answering systems follow these three subtasks. However, in the last
years, the mutation of these systems to the Web of data seems necessary to find the correct and
accurate answers to questions. New question answering systems have to deal with Linked Data instead
of the Web of documents. Several systems appeared, such as AquaLog [28], SWIP [29], Xser [30],
DeepQA IBM Watson’s system [31] and E-librarian [32].
In the field of question answering systems for Arabic language, the situation is less bright. Research in
this field is slow and gives limited results for all subtasks of QAS due to the lack of resources and
tools in Arabic NLP [6]. Next are given works on Arabic QAS.
In [33], the authors proposed a question analysis for Arabic question answering systems using
Stanford POS Tagger & parser for Arabic language, named entity recognizer, tokenizer, Stop-word
removal, Question expansion, Question classification and Question focus extraction components to
retrieve and extract the correct answer.
Al-Bayan [34] is a Question answering system for the holy Quran. The user asks Arabic natural
language questions about the Quran. The system first retrieves the most relevant Quran verses.
Second, it extracts the passage that contains the answer from two sources; the Quran and its
interpretation books (Tafseer).
AQuASys [35] is designed to answer Arabic fact-based questions. It is composed of three modules: a
question analysis module, a sentence filtering module and an answer extraction module.
In [36], the information source of the system is a given corpus or the Web pages. It uses supervised
support vector machine (SVM) classifier for question classification and answer selection, to generate
the exact answer for a given question in Arabic natural language.
AR2SPARQL [37] is an Arabic natural language interface for semantic Web, which uses linguistic
and semantic analysis to convert the Arabic query into RDF triples, which are then matched with
ontology triples to retrieve an answer.
AQAS [38] extracts answers from structured data. It is the first system of its type for the Arabic
language. Knowledge from the radiation domain is presented using the frame technique. There is no
published evaluation about AQAS.
QARAB [39]; [51] is an unconnected (non-Web-based) QA system for only factoid questions. No
other type of question is supported. It uses IR and NLP techniques to extract answers from a collection
of Arabic newspaper texts.
In [40], the authors use tagging rules and question patterns to analyze and understand an Arabic
question in Arabic question answering environment.
ArabicQA [41] is an Arabic question answering system based on a Passage Retrieval (PR) module, a
Named Entities Recognition (NER) module and an answer extraction module for Arabic texts.
In [42], the author describes a way to access Arabic Web Question Answering (QA) corpus using a
chatbot (ALICE open-source chatbot initiative). ALICE is the Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer
Entity. The system uses a simple (but large) set of pattern-template matching rules and converts a text
corpus into the AIML chatbot model format.
In [43], the authors use lexical pattern for defining questions to extract the focus and Wikipedia article
infoboxes, to generate cooperative answers for user-definitional questions. This approach can be
integrated in all question answering systems.
The following table summarizes related works according to four criteria: (1) "Target source" indicates
the name and type of the analyzed data, (2) "Question analysis techniques" correspond to the used
analysis techniques by the considered system, (3) "Question classification techniques" correspond to
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the used classification techniques and (4) "Performance", which gives some experimental results.
Table 2. Some Arabic QAS features and techniques.
System

Target source

Question
analysis
techniques

Question
classification
techniques

System
Performance

Al bayan
[34]

Quran
and interpretation
books
(unstructured)

NLP technique

SVM classifier

Experts evaluation
results: 0.73%

AQuASys
[35]

Documents
(unstructured)

Defined question
structures and
NLP technique

Defined question
types and forms

Precision: 66.25 %
Recall: 97.5%

Parser:
morphological
analysis

No

Not mentioned

NLP technique

Using a set of
known question
type

Precision: 97.3%
Recall: 97.3%

NLP technique

SVM classifier

NLP technique

No

NLP technique

Defined question
type

NLP technique

Defined question
type

Not mentioned

Pattern-template
matching rules

No

Recall: 93%

Lexical pattern

No

Accuracy: 63%

WAHEED
[36]

Knowledge bases
radiation diseases
domain
(structured)
Al-Raya Arabic
newspaper text
(unstructured)
Web of document
(unstructured)

AR2SPARQL
[37]

Ontology
(structured)

AQAS
[38]
QARAB
[51]

Al-Shawakfa
[40]
ArabicQA [41]
Abu shawar
[42]
DefArabicQA
[43]

Corpora of
documents
(unstructured)
Set of documents
(unstructured)
Text corpus
(unstructured)
Wikipedia article
(semi-structured)

Mean Reciprocal
Rank (MRR) : 65%
Precision: 85.24%
Recall: 61.61%
F-measure: 71.5%
Accuracy: 78.15%
Recall: 97%
F-measure: 86.56%

Most of works in Arabic question answering systems deal with unstructured data. Currently, with the
growth of linked data technologies, new systems must interact with linked data instead of the Web of
documents. Our proposed system tries to address these challenges by proposing a new solution that
helps answer questions in Arabic natural language by translating them into SPARQL queries. In the
next section, we describe the architecture of our proposed system.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We propose an Arabic question answering system that transforms Arabic factoid questions into
SPARQL query and then provides an exact answer drawn from an Arabic ontology-based knowledge
base. Our proposed system accepts the Arabic simple factoid questions which may be in the following
format (\من هوman. huw~a\who is, \من هيman. hiy~a\who is, \ما هوmaA huw~a\what is, \ما هيmaA
hiy~a\what is, \متىmataý\when, \مماmim~aA\from what, \أينÂay.na\where, \كيفkay.fa\how, \في أيfiy
Âay~u\in what, \كمkam.\how many, \بأيbiÂay~i\in what …).
First, through its interface, the system receives the question in NL, processes it and finally produces an
answer after formulating a SPARQL query that can be executed on Arabic Semantic Web, based on
Arabic ontology. The transformation process is composed of three consecutive modules. Each one is
composed of multiple steps depicted as presented in Figure 1. It starts with question processing. Then,
predicate recognition is done. Finally, SPARQL query is formulated and executed.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the proposed system.
In the next sub-sections, we explain the above mentioned modules.

4.1 Question Processing Module
It is an important and crucial module. It allows analyzing an input natural language question, in order
to have its constituents. This module has a big impact on the accuracy and the performance of any QA
system. In our proposed system, the input question is linguistically processed and analyzed by the
Question processing module, which consists of four steps: Tokenization and Normalization, Resource
Extraction, Keywords Extraction and getting Keywords List. As a result, it provides the keywords list
and the resources (named entities).
4.1.1 Tokenization and Normalization
The common step in NLP is Tokenization, which denotes the segmentation of the natural language
text (question in our case) into individual consecutive basic units. A step of word normalization is
necessary to reduce the spelling errors. These errors appear because the Arabic letter can be written in
different styles. The correction of the most common spelling errors involves normalization of Arabic
Alif ‘ ’اand Ya ' 'يcharacters [9]. We use MADAMIRA tools for the Tokenization and Normalization
step [8].
Example: The Tokenization and Normalization step of the Arabic natural language question: ما هي
\عاصمه ألجزائر؟maA hiy ςaASimah ÂljazaAŷir ?\what is the capital of Algeria ? provides " هي، ما،عاصمة
"الجزائر. It normalizes the Alf ‘’اand Taa ‘ ’ةin the words of this NL question.
Note that in this example and in the rest of this paper, every time we give an Arabic text and for
readability purposes, we follow it with its HSB transliteration [44] and English translation for
readability purposes.
4.1.2 Resource Extraction
The named entity is very important in most question answering systems for structured or unstructured
data [45]. To date, as per to our knowledge, there are no Arabic Named Entity Recognition (NER)
systems available for free. So, to gap this difficulty, we implemented our own NER. In our system, the
named entity in the input question is the target resource to be explored for getting the correct answer.
So, the Resource Extraction process consists of extracting the last Nominal Phrase (NP) of the Arabic
question from the parse tree of the considered question. We use the Stanford Part-Of-Speech Tagger
(pos-tagg) which is a Java implementation designed to provide a simple description of the
grammatical relationships in a sentence [46].
Example: The last NP of the question \ما هي عاصمة الجزائر؟maA hiy ςaASimaħu AljazaAŷir ?\ is the
named entity \الجزائرAljazaAŷir\Algeria in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Parse tree of an Arabic question, given by Stanford POS Tagger.
4.1.3 Keywords Extraction
The keywords of the input question are used to generate the
<Subject, Predicate, Object> triple and to formulate the final SPARQL query.

predicate

of

the

To extract keywords from the input question, the system processes in two steps: First step is
stop-words removal. Stop-words are the noisy words which frequently occur in the Arabic NL
questions, such as prepositions, conjunctions and interrogative words. We propose a Finite State
Automaton (FSA) that recognizes stop-words to be removed in our input Arabic question. The finite
state automata technique (Figure 3) can accelerate the stop-words removing process [47].
In order to extract keywords, the second step consists of removing the words already recognized in the
Resource Extraction step. Keywords are words that are not removed.

Figure 3. Stop-words finite sate automaton.
Example: From the text \ما هي عاصمة الجزائرmaA hiy ςaASimaħu AljazaAŷir\what is the capital of
Algeria, the stop-words removal gives \ ما هيmaA hiy\what is the. Then the resource is
\الجزائرAljazaAŷir\Algeria. The rest \عاصمةςaASimaħu\capital is the keyword of the question in natural
language.
4.1.4 Keywords Extension
Keywords extracted in the previous step and the predicate used in the ontology may have a different
morphology, but the same meaning. To gap this difficulty, we use Arabic WordNet [48, 49] to find
synonyms, in order to extend the keywords set. These synonyms are morphologically normalized by
the normalization process used in the first step of this module. A list of keywords is built to increase
the probability to define the exact predicate in the next module.

4.2 Predicate Recognition
After the resource was fixed by the question processing module, the system uses a simple SPARQL
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query to get all properties of our resource.
Question 1: \ما هي عاصمة الجزائر؟maA hiy ςaASimaħu AljazaAŷir\what is the capital of
Algeria ?
Question 2: \ متى ولد هواري بومدين؟matý wulida huwaAriy buwmad.yan\what is the birthday of
Houari Boumedienne ?
Resources of questions 1 and 2 are \الجزائرAljazaAŷir\Algeria and \هواري بومدينhuwaAriy
buwmad.yan\Houari Boumedienne, respectively. Now, we have to build a SPARQL query to retrieve
the DBpedia Arabic properties of the resource in question:
Select ?p where{ < arabic-ontology-2#? > الجزائرp ?o}
Select ?p where{ < arabic-ontology-2#? > هواري بومدينp ?o}
The SPARQL resulting file is an XML document that is valid with respect to the XML Schema. The
principal element is the SPARQL one. Inside the SPARQL element, there are two
sub-elements: head and a result element. The result element contains the complete sequence of the
query result. It has a child binding element. In this binding element, we find the query variable’s
name and value. We use the XQuery language to explore the XML document and build the predicate
list.
Now, we match the keywords list with the predicates list. It is a lexical matching process, where the
common word is selected to be the predicate.

4.3 SPARQL Query Formulation and Execution
Now, we are able to formulate the final SPARQL query with the resource and predicate to provide the
exact answer from the Arabic ontology. For this, we use the template query:
Select ? Object where {Resource Property ?Object}
For the question \ما هي عاصمة الجزائر؟maA hiy ςaASimaħu AljazaAŷir ?\what is the capital of Algeria ?,
the SPARQL query is:
Select ? Object where {< arabic-ontology-2# >الجزائرonto: ? عاصمةObject}
The result of the SPARQL query is an XML document, which will be parsed by the same process of
the previous step to extract the correct answer.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
Now, we show a complete illustrative example of processing an Arabic natural language question. In
this example, we assume that the introduced question to our system is:
\من هو مؤلف رياض الصالحين؟man huwa muŵlif riyaAD AlSAliHiyn?\, which corresponds to the English
question who is the author of The Meadows of the Righteous ?
The question processing module takes place with 4 steps: Tokenization and Normalization, Resource
Extraction, Keywords Extraction and Keywords List. Finally, it produces the following
Question: من هو مؤلف رياض الصالحين؟
Tokenization and Normalization: من, هو, مؤلف, رياض,الصالحين
Resource Extraction: the produced parse tree is (ROOT (SBARQ (WHNP (WP ( ))منS (NP
(PRP ( ))هوNP (NN ( )مؤلفNP (NNP ( )رياضDTNNP ( ))))الصالحينPUNC ?))). The resource is:
رياض الصالحين
Keywords Extraction: first, the system eliminates the stop-words and the resource, so the
keyword is: مؤلف
Keywords list: the system extends the keywords set by using Arabic WordNet, \مؤلفmuŵalif\,
\كاتبkaAtib\ writer, author.
The question processing module produces the following information to be the input of the next
module.
Resource: \رياض الصالحينriyaAD AlSaAliHiyn\The Meadows of the Righteous
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List of keywords: \مؤلفmuŵalif\, \كاتبkaAtib\ writer, author.
Predicate Recognition module: this module generates and executes the SPARQL query through the
ontology to retrieve all predicates:
Select ?p where{ < arabic-ontology-2#? > رياض الصالحينp ?o}
The result of the SPARQL query after processing is the predicate lists:  بلد، لغة كتاب، مؤلف،اسم
\صدورAis.m, muŵalif, luγaħ kitaAb, baladu Suduwr\name, author, language of book, country of
publication.
Then, we select the predicate:  \مؤلفmuŵalif\author as a common term between the predicates list and
the keywords list.
Finally, the system provides an XML document result by formulating and executing the SPARQL
query:
SELECT ?object
WHERE {< semanticweb.org/ghani/ontologies/2017/6/untitled-ontology-2#> رياض_الصالحين
onto:? مؤلفobject }
The answer is extracted from the XML document:
\يحيى_بن_شرف_النوويyaH.yaý_b.nu_šaraf_Alnawawiy\

6. EVALUATION
Before evaluating the performance of our proposed system, it is important to briefly introduce the used
dataset which is an Arabic ontology that we developed for this evaluation. The ontology depicted in
Figure 4 covers notions surrounding the concept Person. An excerpt of the ontology shows the
ontology classes (e.g. Person, Occupation, Country and Place), the object properties and the data type
properties.
We carried out several experiments for a full evaluation of our system. We evaluated the performance
of the Resource Extraction method, the Stop-words removal algorithm and the overall system
accuracy.

Figure 4. Excerpt of the ontology person.
For evaluating the resource extraction, the stop words removal and the overall system, we use a set of
50 factoid simple questions of different types about the ontology Person. This dataset is collected from
the test-bed of the passage retrieval and question answering tasks proposed by Yassine Benajiba [50].

6.1 Evaluation Metrics
To measure the performance of our Resource Extraction, Stop-words Removal algorithm and the over-
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all system, we used the following metrics: Precision, Recall and F-measure.
Precision (P) assesses the accuracy and is defined as follows:
Resource extraction process:
Precision =

number of correctely identified ressources
total number of resources generated by the system

Stop words removal algorithm:
Precision =

number of correctely identified stop words
total number of stop words generated by the system

System:
Precision =

number of correctely answered questions
total number of questions answered by the system

The Recall (R) assesses the coverage and is defined as follows:
Resource extraction process:
number of correctely identified ressources
total number of resources
Stop-words removal algorithm:
Recall =

Recall =

number of correctely identified stop words
total number of stop words

System:
Recall =

number of correctely answered questions
total number of introduced questions

Finally, F-measure is the trade-off, calculated by multiplying 2 times the product of Precision and
Recall, divided by the sum of Precision and Recall. Mathematically, the F-measure formula is:
F-measure = 2 * (P*R) / (P+R).

6.2 Results and Discussion
In fact, the evaluations for the Resource Extraction, Stop-Words Removal algorithm and the overall
system have been performed using dataset of [50]. The evaluation results are depicted in Table 3.
Table 3. Evaluation results, expressed in precision, recall and F-measure.
Resource Extraction
Number of
questions
05
10
15
20
30
40
50

Precision

Recall

1
0,8
0,8
0,75
0,73
0,73
0,73

1
0,88
0,85
0,83
0,7
0,71
0,71

Fmeasure
1
0,83
0,82
0,78
0,71
0,71
0,71

Stop-Words Removal
Precision

Recall

1
0,9
0,93
0,9
0,95
0,95
0,96

1
0,95
0,95
0,95
0,95
0,95
0,96

Fmeasure
1
0,92
0,94
0,92
0,95
0,95
0,95

System
Precision

Recall

1
0,8
0,78
0,77
0,71
0,7
0,71

1
0,8
0,73
0,7
0,66
0,67
0,69

Fmeasure
1
0,8
0,75
0,73
0,68
0,68
0,7

6.2.1 Resource Extraction
For the Resource Extraction process, the resulting Precision, Recall and F-measure start respectively
from 0.73, 0.70 and 0.71 to 1, as shown in Table 3. Precision and Recall need improvement, which
reflects the need to add grammar rules and gazetteers into the Recognition process. The failure cases
can be explained mainly by the incorrect parsing of some Arabic questions. The Arabic resources,
which are Arabic names, are often in the form of nominal phrases, which consist of a noun stem or an
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adjective with nominal reference. In some cases, Arabic nouns are more complicated and consist of
more than one nominal phrases or verbal phrases.
6.2.2 Stop-words Removal
Using our question dataset, the accuracy of the Stop-words Removal algorithm is illustrated in Table
3. The resulting Precision, Recall and F-measure for the entire 30 simple factoid questions are high
(0.95), which projects high accuracy.
6.2.3 System
As can be seen in Table 3, the system achieves successfully an average of 0.66 in terms of Recall and
0.71 in terms of Precision. The most likely explanations of the failure results of our system are the
following:


Resource Extraction failure: The previous evaluation results showed that the Resource
Extraction process has a limited result, which affects negatively the accuracy of the system as
can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5. F-measure evaluation curves.


Keywords failure: occurred when words could not be matched to any predicate of the
appropriate resource. The most frequent causes of this type of errors can be classified into
three main categories:
 Recognition failure: this failure can occur when the user asks an Arabic question in
unordinary and not standardized manner. Don’t forget that our system deals with
Modern Standardized Arabic (MSA) questions. The main cause of the Recognition
failure can be explained by the Resource Extraction failure and the Stop-Words
Removal failure.
 Extension failure: occurs when the system doesn't generate any synonym of the
predicate using the Arabic WordNet resource.
 Matching failure: occurs when the list of keywords can’t be matched to any
predicate. So, the vocabulary of the ontology must use the most frequent words.
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We presented a question answering system that provides answers to questions expressed in Arabic
natural language. We believe that the proposed system makes a step towards enabling users to explore
the growing Arabic content on the Semantic Web. The system uses techniques from NLP and semantic
Web to process the input question and to transform it into SPARQL query to get answers from Arabic
Semantic Web based on ontology. First, the system applies a linguistic process to the input question in
order to provide the resource and a list of keywords. Second, all the predicates of the resource are
selected and matched to the keyword list in order to identify the appropriate predicate which form the
<Resource, Predicate, Object> triple. Finally, our system formulates and executes a final SPARQL
query to get an exact answer.
We discussed the major challenges of developing this kind of system for Arabic language, which is
valuable for further study in more depth. Based on the evaluation results, it can be concluded that this
research field is very promising. However, we plan to resolve some of the limitations we found in our
evaluation by improving the existing modules using natural language processing techniques, as well as
other tools and resources.
Since this is one of the first works aiming Arabic question answering system over linked data, there
are many directions to extend our work. First is to add new modules such as question categorization.
Second is to extend this work to cover other complex cases in Arabic question. Finally, is to apply our
proposed approach to a real-world example of the Arabic DBpedia chapter, which is the real world
example of the Arabic Semantic Web provided by the DBpedia community.
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ملخص البحث:
يتضمممممممن ا هتممممممما المتزايممممممد بمعالجممممممة لصمممممموب اللغممممممة العربيممممممة وبحممممممو ال مممممم ة العن وتيممممممة
فمممممممي مجممممممماو ط ه احلجممممممماط وت ورهممممممما لاجمممممممة لمممممممى ت ممممممموير أل ممممممممة جديمممممممدة ل جابمممممممة عمممممممن
احسمممممولةم وتذممممممم همممممخد احل ممممممة للمذمممممتلدمين ب مممممر أسمممممولة باللغمممممة العربيمممممة والحصممممموو علمممممى
جابا ٍ
ه لهام
وتجمممممدر ا شمممممارة لمممممى أب ةال يمممممة أل ممممممة ا جابمممممة عمممممن احسمممممولة المتالمممممة علمممممى ال ممممم ة تركمممممز
علمممممى اللغمممممة ا لجليزيمممممة واللغممممماه اه احصمممممل ال تينمممممي ،مممممم ال ليمممممل ممممممن الجهمممممد المممممخي يركمممممز
على اللغة العربية التي تندرج تحت مذ ّمى اللغاه الذاميّةم
وال حممممذ الممممخي بممممين أيممممدينا لذمممملة م ممممرة مممممن ل مممما جديممممد ل جابممممة عممممن احسممممولة باللغممممة العربيممممة
باسممممممتلدا ال يالمممممماه المرت ممممممةم والن مممممما الم تممممممر يهممممممدف لممممممى مذمممممماعدة المذممممممتلدمين العممممممرب
في است اف ط ه احلجاط وت ورها على ال ة العن وتيةم
فمممممي همممممخا ال حمممممذ ،لصمممممف بتجصمممممي ٍل كمممممافٍ الولمممممداه التمممممي يتمممممألف منهممممما ل ممممما ا جابمممممة عمممممن
احسمممممممولة الم تمممممممر لمعالجمممممممة احسمممممممولة الم رولمممممممة باللغمممممممة العربيمممممممة لغويّممممممما ممممممممن أجمممممممل يجممممممماط
ا جاباه الصحيحة لهام وقد أجريت تجارب لت ييم الن ا الم تر وبياب فاعليتهم
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